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ABSTRACT

Point source sensitivity curves are determined for the COS FUV gratings: G140L,
G130M and G160M. Observations through the Primary Science Aperture (PSA) were
obtained of the standard star LDS749b for all central wavelength settings of all the
gratings. In addition, PSA observations of the standard stars WD1057+729 and GD71
were obtained at selected settings. Further, observations of the standard star GD71
were also obtained at selected settings through the Bright Object Aperture (BOA), in
order to characterize its transmission and, hence, the COS sensitivity using the BOA.
The accuracy of the calibration is estimated to be ≤ 5%. Issues limiting the current
accuracy and approaches to address them are discussed.
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1. Introduction

One part of SMOV activities was to arrive at an absolute flux calibration for the COS
FUV channels. In principle, this is a straightforward procedure which can be accom-
plished in the following steps:

• Obtain observations of one or more standard stars for each instrumental configu-
ration.

• Process the data to the point where it can be cast into the formof linearized counts
per second per pixel (counts s−1pixel−1) spectrum,C(x).

• Ratio the counts spectra with the calibrated flux spectraF (λ) (in ergs cm−2s−1Å−1)
of standard stars. This produces the observed point source sensitivity curve de-
fined as

S(λ) = C(x)/F (λ), (1)

• Produce a smooth version of the observed sensitivity curve which, when multi-
plied by the counts spectrum, transforms counts s−1pixel−1 to ergs cm−2s−1Å−1.
For COS data, the input,C(x), would be thenet spectrum contained in the first
extension of thex1d files.

Traditionally, the absolute flux calibration is envisionedas a smooth function which
summarizes the wavelength dependence of the optical properties of the gratings and
mirrors. It is normally assumed that the detector properties (which can introduce rapid
wavelength variability) have been removed through the process of “flat fielding” the
detector. However, due to the complexity of the COS FUV flat fielding process, no
flat field has yet been produced, so none was applied for this set of calibrations. As a
result, the initial absolute flux calibration discussed in this ISR had to be determined
from spectra which contained considerable high frequency fixed pattern noise.

In the following sections, we describe the data (§ 2) used in the analysis, the
derivation of the sensitivity curves (§ 3) and provide a brief discussion of the results
(§ 4).

2. The Data

Table 1 lists the data used to derive the flux calibrations. All of the data were processed
with OPUS 20092j and calcos version 2.11b. Because the high voltage on the FUV
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detectors was lowered on 12 August 2009, FUV observations prior to this data were
excluded from the analysis. In addition, a few observationsobtained in ACCUM mode
were discarded. This was because the current version of the pipeline could not find
the STIM pulses and, as a result, could not perform the geometric correction properly,
resulting in an inappropriate placement of the extraction boxes. This origin of this
problem is being investigated.

The data obtained for calibration were contained in two programs, 11492 and
11494. The observations were designed to cover all of central wavelength settings of all
the gratings with a single standard star, LDS749b, and then to obtain some overlapping
coverage with different standards for some wavelengths. LDS749b was chosen as the
primary standard, since it is faint enough to be observed with the G140L. Two brighter
standards, GD71 and WD1057+719, were observed at selected settings with the medium
resolution gratings, and provide a cross-check of the LDS749b data.

3: Derivation of the Response Curves

In this section, we describe the results for the PSA and the BOA. We also describe a
check of the internal consistency of the PSA calibration. This is done by comparing the
ratios of the observed fluxes of different standard stars to the ratios expected from their
models.

3.1: PSA Calibration
Thenet spectra from the individualx1d files for the all central wavelengths obtained
with the same grating and detector were combined to obtain anexposure time weighted
mean spectrum for each star. These spectra were then trimmedto the range200 ≤ x ≤

15399 binned by 76 points, to produce 200 point count rate spectra.These mean spectra
where then divided by the appropriate model spectrum similarly binned. The models
were obtained from the STScI calspec page

http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/cdbs/calspec.html

Specifically, models for three standards were used. These are from (Bohlin & Koester
2008) for LDS749b (model version 1), Bohlin (2007) for WD1057+719 (model version
1), and Bohlin (2003) for GD71 (model version 6).

We interpolate across Lyα and other interstellar features as well as obvious fixed
pattern features, such as the grid wire shadows. The final result was a complete set of
PSA response curves from LDS749b, a set of FP-POS data at a single G160M central
wavelength for WD1057+719 and a single G160M FUVA observation for GD71 (see,
Table 1).

For the LDS740b data, all of the raw response curves for a single grating and
segment were combined into one raw curve. A fit to these data was determined using a
spline through a set of points that were selected interactively, to avoid regions obviously
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Table 1. Data Used in Flux Calibration

File Object Aperture Grating CENWAVE Segment FP-POS

Program 11492 Data
la9t11snqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1309 BOTH 3
la9t11syqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1291 BOTH 3
la9t11t0qx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1291 BOTH 4
la9t11tfqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1300 BOTH 3
la9t11ttqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1318 BOTH 3
la9t11twqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1327 BOTH 3
la9t11tyqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1327 BOTH 1
la9t71hnqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G130M 1309 BOTH 3
la9t24i7qx1d.fits GD71 BOA G130M 1291 BOTH 4
la9t24ibqx1d.fits GD71 BOA G130M 1327 BOTH 1
la9t12csqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1577 BOTH 4
la9t12dwqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1577 BOTH 3
la9t12dzqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1589 BOTH 3
la9t12e5qx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 3
la9t12ecqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1611 BOTH 3
la9t12emqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1623 BOTH 3
la9t12epqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1623 BOTH 1
la9t71hfqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 3
la9t24jlq x1d.fits GD71 PSA G160M 1600 FUVA 3
la9t24imqx1d.fits GD71 BOA G160M 1577 BOTH 4
la9t24isqx1d.fits GD71 BOA G160M 1623 BOTH 1
la9t11u3qx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G140L 1105 FUVA 4
la9t11ugqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G140L 1105 FUVA 3
la9t11ujqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G140L 1230 BOTH 3
la9t11unqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G140L 1230 BOTH 1
la9t71hlqx1d.fits LDS749B PSA G140L 1230 BOTH 3
la9t24izqx1d.fits GD71 BOA G140L 1230 BOTH 1
la9t24jfq x1d.fits GD71 BOA G140L 1105 FUVA 4

Program 11494 Data
la9r02dhqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 1
la9r02djqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 2
la9r02dlqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 3
la9r02dnqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 4
la9r02dpqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 1
la9r02drqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 2
la9r02dtqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 3
la9r02dvqx1d.fits WD1057+719 PSA G160M 1600 BOTH 4
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Figure 1. G130M FUVA sensitivity derived from LDS749b (top). Ratio ofobserved
divided by fit sensitivities (bottom). The large residuals near 1335̊A result from a mis-
alignment between the observations and model for the CIIλ1334 line, due to small
wavelength errors in the preliminary wavelength calibration used in the reductions.

affected by fixed pattern noise. Least squares solutions, while clearly more desirable,
cannot be implemented for the FUV data until the fixed patternnoise is either corrected
or, at least, consistently flagged, so that it will not influence the fits.

The resulting curves for each grating and segment combination are shown in Fig-
ures 1–6. The red curve in the top panel of each figure is the spline used to characterize
the observations. The lower panel then shows the ratio of thedata divided by the spline.

The results for the medium resolution gratings are relatively straightforward, and
the residuals are≤ 2%. However, the fits are not nearly as good for the G140L, and
there are a few features that deserve further discussion.

First, for the G140L FUVA, there is an apparent upturn in the raw sensitivity that
begins near 2150̊A. Since this curve is derivedassuming that all of the flux is from
the first order spectrum, when, at longer wavelengths, additional, second order light
begins to contribute to the observed spectrum, the result isthat the raw sensitivity curve
(the division of the observed counts by the model) appears toincrease. However, this
increase is clearly due to second order light. This can be seen by examining Figure 6,
where it is clear that the sensitivity longward of∼ 1100Å increases dramatically. As
a result, this light can appear in second order longward of∼ 2200Å. Figure 5 shows
that this is exactly where the raw sensitivity curve begins to increase. Because the exact
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Figure 2. G130M FUVB sensitivity derived from LDS749b (top). Ratio ofobserved
divided by fit sensitivities (bottom).

Figure 3. G160M FUVA sensitivity derived from LDS749b (top). Ratio ofobserved
divided by fit sensitivities (bottom).
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Figure 4. G160M FUVB sensitivity derived from LDS749b (top). Ratio ofobserved
divided by fit sensitivities (bottom).

Figure 5. G140L FUVA sensitivity derived from LDS749b (top). Ratio ofobserved
divided by fit sensitivities (bottom).
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Figure 6. G140L FUVB sensitivity derived from LDS749b (top). Ratio ofobserved
divided by fit sensitivities (bottom). The scatter below 900Å is an artifact of noise
divided by an extrapolation of the model, which only extendsto 900Å.

nature of the second order contribution has not yet been calibrated, we set the sensitivity
to an arbitrarily large value forλ ≥ 2150Å, to suppress this region in the calibrated
fluxes. However, the data are still there in the net count ratespectrum produced by
calcos, for investigators who would like to use them.

Second, while the G140L FUVB response drops precipitously below 1150̊A, it
does not completely vanish. Instead, there is a clear indication of flux detected down to
the Lyman limit, although the sensitivity is extremely low.A more robust detection at
these wavelengths is discussed by McCandliss et al. (2010).However, their calibration
is derived by comparing COS andFUSE spectra. As such, it isrelative calibration based
on theFUSE calibration.

Once the combined response for each grating–segment combination was deter-
mined, these were interpolated onto a standard set of wavelength grids for each central
wavelength setting and saved as a set of calibration files forcalcos. Figure 7 shows the
final sensitivity curves.

3.2: BOA Calibration

As can be seen from Table 1, the BOA data are considerably morelimited. Nevertheless,
we do have complete coverage of all wavelengths. Using the same approach outlined
in the previous section for the PSA, we determined the sensitivity of the BOA. Then,
the ratio of this BOA sensitivity curve divided by the PSA sensitivity curve gives an
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Figure 7. SMOV FUV sensitivity curves for the three FUV gratings: blue= G140L, red
= G130M and black = G160M. For each curve, the solid portion isfor the FUVA and
the dashed portion is the FUVB.

estimate of the BOA transmission for each grating. We then fitall of the individual
curves with a spline fit to produce a single BOA transmission curve as a function of
wavelength (see Figure 8).

To produce the BOA sensitivity curves used with calcos, we apply the single BOA
transmission curve shown in Figure 8 to the individual PSA sensitivity curves derived
in the previous section. The overall agreement between the various, overlapping PSA
– BOA calibrations is≤ 5%, except at the wavelength extremes, where both the BOA
and PSA data have far fewer counts.

3.3: Internal Consistency

Inspection of Table 1 shows that more than one standard was observed with the G160M.
The count rate spectra of these stars are shown in Figure 9. The strong “absorption
features” in the GD71 spectrum are due to grid wire shadows. They are strongest in
these data since only a single central wavelength and FP-POSwere used to obtain them.
The observations of these three stars allows us to determinethe internal consistency
of the calibration for this grating by examining the relative responses derived from the
different standards. Because the model for each standard should be accurate to better
than 2%, the agreement between standards should be better than 2.8%.

All of the COSx1d net spectra were binned onto a uniform 2000 point wave-
length grid covering1400 ≤ λ ≤ 1800Å, and then a mean count rate spectrum was
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Figure 8. Ratio of BOA sensitivity curves derived from the GD71 BOA observations
listed in Table 1 divided by the sensitivity curves determined from the PSA observations
of LDS749b (dashed lines). The thick red curve is a spline fit to the transmission curves
for the different gratings, giving a uniform BOA transmission curve as a function of
wavelength.

Figure 9. Mean count rates as a function of wavelength for both segments of the G160M
data for the three stars analyzed. The count rates for WD1057+719 are 20 times higher
than for LDS749b, in the FUVB and those of GD71 are 40 times higher in the FUVA.
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Figure 10. Ratio of COS G160M data (points) compared to the ratio of the models
(solid curve) for LDS749b divided by WD1057+719.

Figure 11. (Left) Ratio of the observed ratio divided by the model ratiofor LDS749b
and WD1057+719. The dashed horizontal line is the mean of theratios (taken between
the two sets of vertical dashed lines). The means for each segment are given in the
figure.

Figure 12. (Right) Ratio of the observed ratio divided by the model ratio for LDS749b
and GD71. The dashed horizontal line is the mean of the ratios(taken between the
vertical dashed lines). The mean is1.0351 ± 0.0033.
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constructed for each star (see Figure 9). The FUVB and FUVA spectra for LDS749b
and WD1057+719 were ratioed and compared to the expected ratio from their models
in Figure 10. The observed ratio is clearly larger than the model ratio.

To determine exactly how large the deviation is, the models were also interpo-
lated onto the same 2000 point wavelength grid as the observations, and the observed
and model ratios were divided by one another to eliminate spectral energy distribution
dependencies. The result is shown in Figure 11. If the modelsand observations were
in exact agreement, the result would be unity. Instead it is1.026 ± 0.002 (error in the
mean) for the FUVB, and for1.034 ± 0.003 for the FUVA.

A similar analysis of the FUVA data for GD71 and LDS749b is shown in Fig-
ure 12) and reveals similar results. This has two consequences. First, although the mea-
sured difference between the LDS749b and WD1057+719 calibrations are only slightly
beyond the expected systematic differences of 2.8%, the fact that two of the standards
agree so well and one does not, raises suspicion of the LDS749b data. Second, these
observations rule out normal, dead time related, non-linearities as an explanation of
the discrepancies. This is because the mean ratio of the ratios of WD1057+719 to
GD71 is1.002 ± 0.002, in spite of the fact that GD71 is 4 times brighter, while the
LDS749b/GD71 ratio has a mean of1.035 ± 0.003, which is statistically indistinguish-
able from the LDS749b/FUVA WD1053+719 ratio. This is inconsistent with dead time
non-linearities, since GD71 is four times brighter than WD1057+719 and one would
expect a considerably larger ratio if the deviations from unity resulted from dead time
effects.

As a result, we are suspicious of the LDS749b data and are currently investigating
possible systematic effects that might cause the count rates of GD71 and WD1057+719
to agree and LDS749b to be discordant.

4: Discussion

The overall accuracy of the calibrations are difficult to assess for three reasons: 1) Fixed
pattern noise; 2) the lack of internal consistency among thethree standards, and; 3)
several issues affecting the shortest and longest wavelengths of the G140L data.

Because of the fixed pattern noise, an objective approach to fitting the raw re-
sponse curves could not be used. Instead, a more subjective,interactive approach had
to be employed. However, the COS team is currently assessingdifferent approaches for
minimizing the fixed pattern noise and we will continue to update the flux calibrations
as solutions to the problem become available.

The disagreement of the relative fluxes of the standards measured by COS and
STIS is troubling. Especially because the standard that appears to be discordant is
the only one observed at all wavelengths by COS. The origin ofthis lack of internal
consistency is currently being addressed. However, in the mean time, we must caution
that the COS FUV absolute flux calibration may contain systematic errors on the order
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of ≤ 5%.

There are several issues with the shortest wavelengths of the G140L calibration.
Ultimately, they all arise from the steep decline in the sensitivity that occurs between
1050 and 1150̊A. As a result of this large gradient, it is difficult to obtainadequate counts
at the shortest wavelengths since most sources that would provide large count rates in
that region are too bright to observe atλ ≥ 1150Å. A further complication of the strong
gradient is that small errors in the wavelength scale can produce large errors in the flux
calibration, i.e.,dS

dλ
is so large that a small∆λ results in a large∆S. This problem is

complicated by the fact that the wavelength calibration lamp is devoid of useful lines in
this region (see Oliveira et al. 2010). The longest wavelengths also suffer from a sharp
gradient in the sensitivity. While in this case the wavelength scale is well defined, the
exact contribution of second order light is not, and it can affect the calibration.

5: Change History for COS ISR 2010-02

Version 1: 28 January 2010 - Original Document.
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